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abstract
nowadays, a considerable percentage of trains mature delays due to nodes and stations congestion. 
they are normally a combination of effects of routes conflicts in stations on lines and propagation in 
stations of delays suffered along the lines. it is a consequence of the variable values of capacity within 
the railway system caused by a combination of parameters, more relevant when short line sections 
separate nearby stations. Goal of the research is to compare some literature methods for the assessment 
of nodes and lines capacity to identify their reciprocal effects and innovative approaches. the work is 
included in a research framework with the final goal of traffic optimization and minimization of delays. 
in order to tackle the purpose, the paper introduces synthetically the methods and applies them sys-
tematically to a complex text network, including single and double track lines and various typologies 
of stations. the results of the methods applications are compared each other and with the outputs of a 
simulation approach. this analysis highlights the most appropriate application fields of single methods 
and the need of their integration and combination in terms of inputs, intermediate and final results. the 
review of single and coordinated use of these methods will move towards the definition of a compre-
hensive new methodological approach for combined lines-nodes capacity calculation. it will represent 
a powerful instrument to facilitate decision making on operational and infrastructural improvements of 
complex railway networks.
Keywords: capacity, circulation optimization, conflict, delays minimization, lines, stations.

1 introdUction
capacity bottleneck area in railway networks are especially prone to generate delays due to 
the high number of trains’ interactions, reason why they require special attention [1]. they 
are normally a combination of effects of routes conflicts in stations and lines and propagation 
in stations of delays suffered along the lines. on the other hand, the evolving european rail-
way sector needs well managed and consolidated capacity calculation methods, for both lines 
and stations. it includes the limitations in the numerous interactions of the correlated factors, 
the complex structure of the railway system and the pre-existing conceptual and terminologi-
cal variety [2]. these differences may lead to different capacity consumptions for stations 
and line sections and corresponding displacements of bottlenecks, which may lead to incor-
rect allocation of resources as well as to a reduced level of service on the railway network. in 
this context, the analysis and the identification of these bottlenecks will help to increase the 
capacity where necessary and to improve the corresponding passengers and freight services. 
the present paper introduces an approach to investigate the relationships between the capac-
ity of lines and stations under disturbance conditions and hints for the potential synchronisa-
tion and generalisation of methods for a complex network.

section 2 will deal with a synthetic bibliography of existing capacity methods. for com-
putational purposes, quantitative reference application to a study network will exemplify fig-
ures, data, further assumptions and simplifications for the application of consolidated meth-
odologies, e.g. potthoff and Uic 406 methods. With the aim to calculate capacity and look 
for bottlenecks at network level, qualities and peculiarities of these methods move towards 
a quantitative integration in section 3. finally, section 4 will summarise conclusions and 
identified perspective research developments.
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2 state of the art
the evolution of research and the continuous increase of interest in railway capacity offer an 
extraordinarily rich bibliography of existing methodologies developed since 1950s. from [3] 
[4] [5] (first part of table 1) arose 30 methods for station/node and line capacity assessment 
published until 2007.

more recently, additional contributions enriched the literature in the period 2011–2020 
(second part of table 1).

table 1: methods for station/node and line capacity assessment.

author year station/node line

muller 1953 ✓
bianchi 1964 ✓
bianchi 1967 ✓
formula fs 1968 ✓
potthoff 1970 ✓
formula db 1974 ✓
petersen 1974 ✓
corazza, florio 1979 ✓
Uic 405-1 r 1979 ✓
cascetta, nuzzolo 1980 ✓
corriere 1982 ✓
Uic 405-2i 1983 ✓
florio, malavasi 1984 ✓
corriere 1984 ✓
Giuliani, malavasi, ricci 1989 ✓
chen, harker 1990 ✓
corazza, musso 1991 ✓
canciani 1991 ✓
malaspina, reitani 1995 ✓
Galaverna, sciutto 1999 ✓ ✓
Galatola 2002 ✓ ✓
delfino, Galaverna 2003 ✓
formula rfi 2004 ✓
Uic 406-r 2004 ✓
Galatola 2004 ✓ ✓
Galatola 2005 ✓ ✓
Genovesi, ronzino 2006 ✓
burdett, kozan 2006 ✓
ciuffini 2007 ✓
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author year station/node line

kaas, landex 2007 ✓
landex [6] 2011 ✓
ricci, dicembre [7] 2011 ✓
heydar, petering, bergmann [8] 2013 ✓
Goverde, corman, d’ariano [9] 2013 ✓
ricci, malavasi, molková, rotoli [10] 2014 ✓
Zhang [11] 2015 ✓
Zhang, nie [12] 2016 ✓
lai, ip [13] 2017 ✓
jamili [14] 2018 ✓
yan, Goverde [15] 2019 ✓
Wang, nie, tan [16] 2020 ✓

3 methodoloGies application to an inteGrated case stUdy
the value of capacity over a railway network is variable according to the effects of various 
parameters. the ongoing research deals with the investigation of this variability with a spe-
cial focus on the interactions between lines and stations features, hardly considered in the 
most consolidated models and methodologies. 

in view of the setup of a synthetic method, it is necessary to quantify the effects of the 
parameters above on the capacity, here tested on a reference network layout, including three 
stations, two single track and two double track line sections (fig. 1).

3.1 operation at the stations

despite the normally larger amount of tracks, stations and larger nodes may represent capac-
ity bottlenecks of the networks [17] when their morphology reduces the compatibility of the 
movements. moreover, this effect is depending on the frequency of use of the station routes, 
which share sections with the nearby lines. the potthoff method [18] includes combinatorial 
procedures able to quantify the utilisation rate of single routes, station areas and the station as 
a whole. figure 2 shows the architecture of the automatic calculation procedure setup for it.

this method assumes that trains could arrive at any instant with the same probability within 
the reference time T; therefore, it does not require an assigned timetable, which simplifies its 
application [19] [20]. moreover, the application considered the following hypotheses:

figure 1: case study network layout.

table 1: (Continued)
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1. the single-track line has one block and one warning signal per direction;
2. all stations tracks are bidirectional;
3. the release assumptions are:
 a.  train entrance to station: movement starting from last warning signal with line speed 

(100 km/h) and releases the line for the second train by passing beyond the conflict 
point with the deviation speed (60 km/h) and stop (length of train counted once after 
the conflicting point);

 b.  train exit form station: accelerated from the departure signal to reach the deviation 
speed (60 km/h) and, after the conflict point, it will increase the speed up to the maxi-
mum speed (100 km/h) until the conflicting point of next station;

4. first in, first out (fifo) service discipline for the station;
5. constant probability density for the arrival of trains during the reference period T.

the following parameters are also considered:

•	 N = Σn
i 
= Σn

j 
= total number of movements; n

med 
= average number of simultaneous move-

ments allowed by the layout; t
med 

= average occupation time of routes.

the described approach bases on a combination of train paths. therefore, the method 
allows calculating the total delay (ΣR

ij
) generated in the node as the sum of the delays gen-

erated by each incompatibility between two routes i and j. the ratio between ΣR
ij 

and n
med 

figure 2: potthoff method procedure.
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represents the total delay obtained considering movements of n
med 

trains simultaneously as 
well as the average delay/train is the following:

        R
R

Nmed
ij

=∑                                             (1)

as an example, with reference to the stations included in the case study network, the diagram 
in fig. 3 shows the average delay/train generated by a variable amount of running trains.

moreover, the global utilization rate U
t
 is determined by:
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                             (2)

the results of the calculation of the global utilisation rates corresponding to the increase of 
traffic are in the diagrams reported in fig. 4.

the calculation of the corresponding capacity needs to fix a reference value of punctuality, 
e.g. in terms of maximum allowed delay, and to derive from it the corresponding maximum 
amount of trains compatible with such value.

in respect of the specific purpose to evaluate the capacity as an integrated concept across 
stations and line sections, this calculation will follow the next paragraph.

figure 3: average delay/train generated in stations 1 (blue), 2 (red) and 3 (green).
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figure 4: Global utilisation rate calculated for stations 1 (blue), 2 (red) and 3 (green).
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3.2 operation along the line sections

the Uic 406 capacity method is an easy and effective way to evaluate the capacity and its 
utilisation along railway lines [21]. from presentations, elaborations and discussions of this 
method in a number of papers [22] [23] [24] emerges that capacity consumption on railway 
lines depends on both the infrastructure asset and the timetable.

timetables planning is normally for the entire railway network, which means that the spe-
cific timetable in the concerned area depends upon those outside it, in a typical network effect 
[25]. figure 5 shows the architecture of the automatic procedure developed to apply Uic 406 
method.

the simplified exemplificative calculation bases on the following assumptions:

•	 all trains are similar as for dimensions and performances; 

•	 t
fm

 corresponds:

•	 on single track line to time needed from departure signals of two consecutive stations; 

•	 on double track line to headway for two consecutive sections in the same direction.</

the capacity utilisation of a timetable on a specific infrastructure is basing on the following 
consumption of times:

               k t t t Dfm r zu= + + +                    (3)

•	 t
fm

 = infrastructure occupation; t
r
 = buffer time; t

zu
 = supplement for multiple sections on 

double track lines; D = supplement reserved for maintenance, here considered in the daily 
time exceeding the reference time T = 18 h.

the infrastructure occupation (t
fm

) is the accumulation of the consumed time evaluated 
by doing the timetable compression. the buffer time (t

r
) is between train paths to reduce 

the transfer of delays from one train to another one. the supplements (t
zu

 and D) are further 
virtual infrastructure occupation.

figure 5: Uic 406 method procedure.
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the percentage of capacity consumption K is the quotient of total consumed times and the 
reference time T.

                        K k
T

=








*

100                              (4)

the capacity consumption represents the chained occupancy rate, as the compression is inev-
itably not possible for a partition consisting of one specific block interval only. instead of 
that, an examination partition can consist of more than one block interval [26].

4 capacity resUlts
in our research, we are investigating the mutual effect of lines and stations features on capac-
ity. therefore, though the corresponding methods, separately conceived and applied, provide 
their own values, their input-output integrated use is basing on the common standard of punc-
tuality (threshold of delay).

the presented approach is basing on the punctuality indicators calculated according to 
the Uic 406 methods. the standard level of punctuality is that corresponding to t

r
 = 0.67 t

fm
, 

normally applied for calculation of daily capacity of lines.
the most expressive punctuality indicator, selected as an example of common parameter 

across lines and stations methods, is the average delay/train, calculated as:

                R
t t tmed

fm fm r

=
−( )
+

¥ / ¥

/ ( )

1
                                        (5)

•	 ¥ = utilisation rate; t
fm

 = average headway between trains; t
r
 = buffer time.

according to the proposed approach, the corresponding numerical value R
med

 = 136 s, used 
for the calculation of the capacity for single track and double track section, become an input 
for the station capacity calculation by using the results showed in fig. 3 entered as input by 
the value above of the average delay/train.

therefore, the corresponding values of capacity for the stations are deriving from fig. 3.
in the meantime, fig. 6 is representing, in a global overview, the capacity calculated with 

reference to the common level of punctuality expressed by the average delay/train of 136 s.
all trains are in transit, except those finish their ride in the intermediate stations, reflected 

by used capacity.

figure 6: calculated and used capacity of lines and stations.
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5 closinG remarks
the paper fixed the pillars for a comprehensive new methodological approach to combine 
lines and nodes capacity. the achievements resulting from the present investigations arose 
from an integrated application of different literature methods for the assessment of nodes and 
lines capacity on a test network. the link between the methods is the common expected delay 
level. the work is included in a research framework with the final goal of traffic optimization 
and minimization of delays generated within complex railway networks 

the next planned development is the identification of parameters affecting the capacity 
of both lines and nodes and the quantification of these effects by sensibility analysis on the 
identified fundamental parameters.

the focus of first ongoing investigations will be in the direction of the effects on the capac-
ity of the incompatibilities between the routes on the opposite sides of stations.

moreover, the validation of the methodological approaches will include:

•	 traffic simulation on the concerned railway networks:

•	 crosscheck of achieved results with collected real operation data.
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